Introduction
The intelligent classification is an important task in data mining, and it is widely used in many fields. It looks for the common characteristics of data in the classified data set, and determines the classification of the data set. Common classification methods include decision tree, Bayesian classification, support vector machine, neural network, rough set, fuzzy set theory, genetic algorithm, knearest neighbor algorithm, case-based reasoning and so on. And the k-nearest neighbor (kNN) algorithm has been used widely at present as it is simple, effective and nonparametric [1] .
To improve the efficiency problem, many scholars have done further researches on the k-nearest neighbor algorithm and proposed many improved methods from different perspectives: the first method is to simplify the computation by decreasing the quantity of training samples. For example, Li and Hu proposed a density-based method [2] . And Han and Karypis put forward a centroid-based method [3] . Also, Shin K et al proposed an improved method by removing outliers from the training set [4] . The second method is to find the nearest neighbor fast by introducing the fast search algorithm or establishing efficient indexing. For example, Pan et al. proposed the KWENNS algorithm and Yu Wang et al. gave the FKNN algorithm [5, 6] . The third method is to lower the computation complexity by decreasing the dimension of the vector space. For example, Adrian et al discussed an improved method through margin maximization [7] . However, only a small quantity of samples can be cut off by these methods, and the efficiency, if increased, is at the cost of prediction accuracy. For example, Wang et al. proposed a method by narrowing the search range of kNN with the accuracy decreased by one percentage [8] .
To reduce the computation complexity, an improved kNN algorithm based on the essential vector is proposed in this paper, which can cut out most of the samples but keep the same accuracy. The improved algorithm calculates the distance between the training sample vector and the essential vector. So it can cut out most training samples and reduce the calculation of similarity effectively. It improves the traditional kNN by essential vector calculation, so it is named EV-kNN (essential vector -k nearest neighbor).
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly introduces the traditional kNN algorithm. The improved algorithm EV-kNN is proposed in section 3. Experiment results are discussed in section 4. The application of EV-kNN is analyzed in section 5. Finally, section 6 concludes this paper.
Traditional kNN algorithm
As the k-nearest neighbor algorithm (kNN) is a typical instance-based learning method and it is widely used in text classification, customer analysis and so on. Its basic idea is that an object is classified according to the majority vote of its neighbors, with the object being assigned to the class most of its k nearest neighbors belongs to. In this paper, the Euclidean distance is employed for similarity computation.
The kNN algorithm can be described below. Given a training set, the algorithm firstly calculates the distance between the sample x and the training set, and then finds the closest k training samples. Thus we can assign x to the class which most of the k training samples are classified as. The k training samples are determined by using the (1) ( 1) where D(x,c ij ) is the distance between x and c ij, i stands for the number of class, j stands for the number of samples in the training set. If most of the k training samples satisfy the condition max(C k )C n , then the test sample x belongs to the class C n .
Improved kNN Algorithm
The essential vector proposed in this paper is the vector which can reflect the essence of classification. It is different from the principal component in principal component analysis (PCA). The principal component is a smaller set of variables by converting the original correlative variable set by means of orthogonal transformation. It may be unable to reflect the essence of classification，so it is not the essential vector. Similarly, the essential vector is different from prototype vector, the centroid, the kernel function of SVM and the concept of kernel in knowledge reduction.
The improved algorithm EV-kNN first constructs a kNN classifier based on the essential vector to get the k candidate classes fast, and then constructs another kNN classifier with these k classes. So, it reduces the number of training samples through calculation of the first kNN classifier, and then uses the second kNN classifier to classify left training samples. The efficiency is therefore increased significantly. The extraction method of the essential vector is different in terms of the application area. As to software classification, the detailed extraction procedure is described in this paper.
In the field of IT asset management, application recognition is to determine which software is to be installed on the target machine by matching file characters. The main file(s) is (are) one or more files that can well reflect the essence of application classification. For example, if "firefox.exe" is the main file which is located in the installed directory for a Mozilla Firefox, then the installed file set can be identified as this application through the main file. In the application, the main file is viewed as the essential vector, and its extraction rules can be described as follows:  Rule 1 Adopt the same file if it is extracted as the main file in another version of the same software;  Rule 2 Mark the executable file (*.exe, *.com) as the main file directly if there is only one executable file;  Rule 3 Extract the main file from several executable files by calculating the similarity;  Rule 4 Make all the executable files as main files if they can not be found through the steps above. Specifically for Rule 3, it splits the application name and saves the result into the main file list. For example, the probable name of Microsoft word's main file may be Microsoft word, microsoftword, word and Microsoft. It traverses all executable file names and tries to find the matched one in the main file list.
These are the general rules of the extraction algorithm. The extraction process is executed in the data pre-processing stage. So the efficiency of kNN classification is not reduced.
The EV-kNN algorithm executes kNN calculations twice: the kNN algorithm is firstly used to calculate the similarity between the test sample vector and the essential vector, and then the similarity between the test sample vector and all vectors is computed again.
In application classification, the kNN is applied in a simple matching process between the filename of each test sample and the main filename. The kNN classification process is employed to describe details. Given a training sample file set S(s 1 ,s 2 ,…,s n) and a queried file set Q(q 1, q 2 ,...,q m ), the algorithm is described as followings: 1. Sort the two file sets based on one of the file characters e.g., filename; 2. Adjust the number of files in the two file sets compared. For example, given a sample file set {a, b, c, f, g, y, z} which belongs to a known application and a query file set which is to be classified is {a, c, d, h, w, y, z}. Merge the two sets into a new one {a, b, c, d, f, g, h, w, y, z}. And then adjust the original two file sets. The sample set becomes {a, b, c, null, f, g, null, null, y, z}, and the query set is changed into {a, null, c, d, null, null, h, w, y, z}; 3. Calculate the deviation with the Euclidean distance between each sample file x and query file y using the equation (2) ( 2) where g is one feature, k g is a weight value for this feature; 4. Get the average distances between two file sets using the equation (3) (3) 5. The distance between the test set Q and the training set S is determined, and then it is saved into a temporary array. Querying the other file set with the steps above is repeated until all the file sets in the software repository are traversed. Finally, sort the array by average distance and choose the closest sample to make the final decision whether it is the same class as this sample.
According to the extended Relief algorithms [9] and cross-testing, the weight of the main file character is acquired as shown in table 1. If the similarity is greater than 0.81, the two file sets should belong to the same version of the same application. 
Experiments
In this section, the comparative experiments for the traditional kNN algorithm, the improved kNN based on essential vector and several other improved algorithms are shown.
The experimental data in this paper comes from the application repository of the Xseries Company including 32522 categories. From this repository, 1000 data sets are chosen. And all kinds of training data are simulated through these data sets with a script program. The simulation process is described as follows. First, copy the data set of Firefox. Second, modify the value of certain features. Finally, specify the simulated data set as another version of Firefox. More than 30,000 simulated data sets and the previous 1000 real data sets are adopted as the training set. The weight of table 1 and the default k value , ) , (
(30) are also adopted in the experiment. The test sample includes 100 file sets and each file set has no more than 30 files. Each test adopts the average value of performance measures after every algorithm runs 10 times.
As classifying the files can be regarded as one kind of machine learning process, the commonly used performance measures in machine leaning are precision and recall.
Another measurement is the classification time which can reflect the efficiency of computation. In this experiment, the classification time and the F1 measure are adopted for the performance comparison in traditional kNN, EV-kNN, Rocchio-kNN and Center-kNN algorithm.
First, pre-process the data. The majority of data is generated by the script program and has been normalized. In this step, the main files are marked by the extraction process. Second, run traditional kNN with test samples and save the result. Third, run EV-kNN and other improved algorithms with test samples, and save the result. Finally, compare the experiment results.
Experiment I first compares the classification time with several different algorithms mentioned above based on the similar conditions. The first scenario focuses on the performance comparison with increasingly growing class number. The number of classes are 100, 500, 1000, 3000, 5000, 6000 and 10000 respectively. The results are illustrated in Fig. 1 .
In Fig. 1 , the horizontal abscissa is the number of classes of training samples; the vertical ordinate represents the time consumption of classification. It indicates that the EV-kNN algorithm is more efficient than the traditional kNN algorithm because of the sharp decrease of the number of training samples, and it is slightly better than the other improved algorithms. The second scenario focuses on the performance comparison with the same number of training samples (10000 classes) and the increasingly growing number of the essential vector. The number of essential vector are 100, 500, 1000, 3000, 5000, 6000, 8000 and 10000 respectively. The results are shown in Fig. 2 .
In Fig. 2 , the horizontal abscissa is the number of classes that includes the essential vector; the vertical ordinate represents the consumption of classification time. It shows that the EV-kNN algorithm is more efficient than the traditional kNN algorithm. The classification time seems to be stably less in several other improved algorithms because they do not care about the number of essential vectors. The EV-kNN algorithm performs better than the other algorithms as shown in Fig. 3 (the average value of F1 is one percentage higher). The reason is that it cuts off n-k classes through the first kNN based on the essential vector and reduces the interference of the boundary samples, thus the EV-kNN algorithm enhances the classification accuracy. The accuracy of the Rocchio-kNN and kNN seems to be slightly worse, but the accuracy of the Center-kNN drops significantly because of the effect of data noise.
Experimental results show that the improved algorithm EV-kNN has obvious improvement of efficiency compared with several traditional kNN algorithms. Meanwhile, it does not bring about decrease in quality. First, the calculation time of the essential vector is much less than that of the training samples which are cut out. Second, the improved algorithm EV-kNN significantly reduces the number of training samples, while ensuring that there is no significant decrease in prediction accuracy. The time complexity of kNN is O(nmk). Generally speaking, only different versions of the same software have the same main file, so that the number of left training samples is around five after the first kNN (about five different versions for one software). It means that the average time is equivalent to the time of scanning five training samples and the related time complexity is reduced to O(nmk). So, when n is infinitely large, the algorithm time complexity is O(5mk) according to the basic limit theorem, and the time is no longer affected by the number n of training samples. Finally, the prediction accuracy decreases in a small number of improved algorithms, because the real class the test samples belong to is not included in the new training samples after the sample set is cut out. Therefore, the classifier may generate a completely wrong prediction when using the kNN again. The EV-kNN is improved by employing the essential vector. Consequently, it is more reliable for kNN classification and the left samples are trustworthy so that the final prediction accuracy is higher.
This algorithm has been used in the products of software recognition of the Xseries Company. It can get almost all the vectors so that the EV-kNN algorithm is ran smoothly. The class number of training data could be reduced from 30,000 to around five, thus significantly enhance the efficiency of recognition. Simultaneously, the improved algorithm shows higher classification accuracy.
Conclusions
In this paper, the EV-kNN algorithm is proposed to reduce the number of training samples by the first kNN calculation with the essential vector. It also lowers the computation complexity and improves the prediction accuracy distinctly comparing with the traditional knearest neighbor algorithm. However, it is not only applied to application classification but also text classification. It is worth further research on how to get the essential vector from text through the calculation of word frequency, so that the improved algorithm is eventually extended to the field of text classification in the future.
